Write sentences with the help of helping verbs!

Action Verb
Pick an action verb and write it below. For example, "dance."

Action Verb Sentence
Write a complete sentence using your action verb. For example, "I dance with my sister at the party."

Helping Verb & Action Verb #1
Add a helping verb to your action verb and write them both below. For example, "may dance."

Helping Verb & Action Verb Sentence #1
Write a complete sentence using your helping verb and your action verb. For example, "I may dance with my sister at the party if I like the music."
Helping Verb & Action Verb #2
Add a different helping verb to your action verb and write them both below. For example, "should dance."

Helping Verb & Action Verb Sentence #2
Write a complete sentence using your new helping verb and your action verb. For example, "I should dance with my sister because my mom wants to take a picture of us on the dancefloor."

Write a Story
Pick one of your sentences and use it to start writing a story below. Use helping verbs at least three more times in your story. You can continue your story on separate sheet of paper.